
Still worse, many non-participants were neither working nor

studying – 10% of 15-19 year olds were neither employed nor in

school, for example. With no high school diploma and no work

experience, their prospects for earning better money seriously

diminished. It is this very vulnerable group that Freeman and

Keesmaat had in mind when they embarked on their journey.

Freeman and Keesmaat investigated youth training businesses

in Vancouver such as Picasso Café, A-Step Auto, and

BladeRunners. They then moved to Toronto in 1997 to set up a

nonprofit, charitable organization dedicated to creating small

businesses that would employ youth in on-the-job training: All-

A-Board (AAB) Youth Ventures Inc.

The choice of Toronto was crucial. There, where Freeman’s

father was on the board of Caldwell Securities, the couple could

gain ready access to a wide variety of contacts among businesses

and foundations. To form a board, they approached individuals

who could offer business and marketing skills, networks, and

commitment to AAB’s mission. Given the choice of corporate

structure, AAB could accept charitable donations both financially

and in-kind. Caldwell Securities provided administrative support,

Their concerns about youth unemployment were well

warranted. A report released in 2000 by Human Resource

Development Canada contains some staggering figures about

youth participation in the labour market at the centurys close. In

1989, participation in the labour market among people aged 15-

24 stood at 71%. In other words, 29% of youth aged 15-24 were

for one reason or another not working: they were either in high

school, at a post-secondary institute without any other

employment, or (in the case of 12.4%) they were unemployed. By

1997, the participation rate had plummeted to 61.4% and youth

unemployment had climbed to 16.2%.
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Youth Ventures
By Sheldon Kitzul

A few years ago, Tom Freeman and Jennifer Keesmaat
were living in Vancouver, B.C. Tom had spent about a
year and a half working with youth while Jennifer was
learning about CED. Taken aback by the obstacles
facing youth in obtaining employment, they set out to
explore the business options for helping that
particularly vulnerable group, youth at risk.
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youth by encouraging resiliency and commitment to themselves

and their future.” How does it do it?

In their recent survey report of on-the-job training businesses

across Canada, William Ninacs and Michael Toye point out six

attributes of successful initiatives. They employ staff who under-

stand both small business and the effects of poverty and discrimi-

nation. They obtain appropriate funding and apply sound financial

management controls. They carefully identify niche markets and

enter them strategically. They are results-oriented, and integrate

such personal support services in their operations as client self-

assessment, childcare, money management, and life skills training.

Finally, they network with mainstream businesses.

All-A-Board displays all six attributes. The managers at River

and The Wood Shop know their business well, but they also

understand their staff’s requirements. One quarter of each

manager’s time is devoted to life skills work. Essentially, each youth

under their care is experiencing a crisis that takes away from their

employability. The manager must on the one hand support the

participant and on the other hand coach that person to go back to

work and fulfill his or her responsibilities to co-workers and
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including an office, for the fledgling organization.

Things began to move quickly. In 1998, AAB opened River, a

friendly, fine dining restaurant in Toronto’s West End, and the

Wood Shop, a downtown manufacturer of furniture and multi-

unit wood products. Together, they prepare up to 40 youth

annually for long-term employment through 12 months of on-

the-job training. In addition, AAB supplies weekly life skills

classes, personal counselling, and job placement services off-site.

To date, 83% of program participants have found either full-time

(and better paying) employment, have returned to school, or have

transferred to other youth programs.

Six Key Attributes

This is not the only way AAB measures success, though. Training

businesses are expensive. When most of your staff operate at less

than full efficiency, it is difficult to remain competitive – or even

in business. Yet AAB remains a viable business and continues to

uphold its mission“to attract and change the future of at-risk
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(left, and page 31) All-A-Board’s Wood Shop, like its restaurant, is aimed

at a high-end market niche. Nevertheless, “It has been harder than we

thought,” says Freeman of All-A-Board, in a typical understatement. The

bankruptcy of one of The Wood Shop’s employment partners/customers

late in 2001 has left behind an unpaid bill of $40,000. But AAB can

survive this, thanks to the diversity of its funding sources.
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customers. Nonetheless, the program aspires to have each partici-

pant producing efficiently in their assigned job within 3-6 months.

Financially, AAB has achieved a remarkable diversity of revenue

sources. Its impressive list of donors and contributors acts as a

protective cushion. A decrease in funds from any one donor is not

likely to adversely affect AAB’s ability to continue operations. In

fact, AAB was already half way through its second year before

Freeman sought government funding for its training programs. Even

now, contracts with Human Resource Development Canada (Youth

Programming) only account for 40% of the organization’s revenue –

considerably less than that of other training businesses across the

country. Private investment and donations remain important, but

not as crucial as they were during the infancy of the organization.

AAB chose to target high-end markets for both River and The

Wood Shop. The latter manufactures components for other solid

wood furniture manufacturers. It also creates its own cedar patio

furniture, which it markets to such up-scale retailers as Roots Home

and UpCountry. This market niche enables AAB to apply a viable

mark-up to their product and not get overwhelmed by need for mass

production of cheaper items. Similarly, with its West End location,

River caters to a trendier, up-scale clientele. AAB was able to

identify a naming trend that held appeal to a young, prosperous set

that has paid off with great popularity and profile.

One great challenge the organization faces is to remain results-

oriented without compromising its mission.“Being in business and

providing products and services creates demands that require trade-

offs,” remarks Freeman. In his mind, however, this tension is a

strength. AAB sees itself equally as a supplier of products and

training. Valuable products and a busy work environment contribute

positively to training and outcomes. Effective training keeps the

business sustainable. Training and sales are intrinsically linked.

That translates into constantly marketing AAB’s products and its

charity side. To reduce its reliance on government money, AAB

recently developed Protégé media, a multimedia marketing depart-

ment geared specifically to selling both AAB products and its

mission. Since 1997, annual revenue has grown from $150,000 to

$1.3 million.

Spring Menu

Black Pepper Linguine with Chicken Breast Supreme

Tomatoes, Mushrooms & Spinach

in a light Rosemary Cream Sauce

Pan Seared Pickerel Fillet over Marinated Vegetables

Warm Lemmon, Caper & Parsley Dressing

Oat Crusted Atlantic Salmon Fillet

Maple Vinegar/Brown Butter Sauce

Native Grains Hazelnut Oil

Sauteed Spring Creek Rabbit Marinated in Red Wine

Rosti Potato & Vegetables

Tender, Slow Braised Veal Osso Buco

& Seared Scallops in Manilla Clam Broth with Yellow

Tomatoes & Tarragon

Grilled Sirloin Steak over New Potato,

Roasted Pepper & Green Bean Salad with

Rosemary Olive Oil & Sea Salt

Roasted Half Rack of Lamb drizzled with

Blueberry Thyme Vinaigrette

Potato, Eggplant & Spinach Gratin

(above) River’s Spring 2002 Menu. Many of River’s 10,000 repeat

customers have no idea that they are patronizing anything more

than a neighbourhood restaurant. They love the eclectic food and

friendly atmosphere. A number of AAB graduates have gone on to

work in Toronto’s Air Canada Centre. Skills or no skills, without the

access to social and business networks that AAB provides, these at-

risk youth would never likely see the inside of such up-scale

establishments.

AAB sees itself equally as a supplier of products and
training. Valuable products and a busy work environ-
ment contribute positively to training and outcomes.
Effective training keeps the business sustainable.
Training and sales are intrinsically linked.



order subsequently to find higher paying placements or to return

to school. Moreover, AAB demonstrates how innovative commu-

nity partnerships can sustain enterprises of this nature in the

absence of definitive government policy and support.

Enterprises like AAB can have a significant and distinctive

effect in terms of empowering participants. Typical government-

sanctioned youth services employ the rhetoric of empowerment.

In fact, these programs view youth as a problem that an appropri-

ate investment can transform into good workers and taxpayers.

AAB gets beyond this mentality. Certainly, the young people

at work in River Restaurant and The Wood Shop are developing

into valuable participants in the labour force. However, AAB

views this training as the beginning of a journey, in which, with

appropriate support and stability, young people can eventually

make decisions about their future based on their talents and the

value and power they possess. In this way, the youth are valued

for what other services devalue:“The acquisition of other skills …

of a more collective nature, and of their related values,

such as solidarity, co-operation and trust.”
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SHELDON KITZUL recently graduated from University of Victoria with a

Bachelor of Social Work. He was bitten by the CED bug last year after

spending a number of years working with youth. You can reach Sheldon

at shel.kit@telus.net. All photos courtesy of All-A-Aboard Youth Ventures.
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This organization has grown organically, demonstrating an

ability to adjust to circumstances as they arise. It facilitates

success by employing a variety of decision-making models. For

example, consensus may be used for creative purposes, but large,

directional decisions require a democratic majority and marketing

decisions are made hierarchically. In this way, the organization is

able to use the talents of staff and participants as they are and as

they grow. Managers are empowered to make day-to-day business

decisions without having to navigate a bureaucracy. Other

decisions can be dealt with democratically or through consensus.

The research by Toye and Ninacs shows how common“integra-

tion-through-work” has become in recent years as a means of

combating poverty in Canada. These policies and programmes,

they observe,“are often based on the idea that poverty is a process

(as opposed to a state of being) and that it progressively excludes

individuals both economically (from the work force) and socially

(from networks and resources) as it gets worse.”

Canadian governments, federal and provincial, have been

somewhat willing to support“integration-through-work” ventures,

but have expressed no policy in that regard. Governments are

content to continue blaming individuals for their plight and

holding them solely responsiblity for their integration into the

work force. To remain eligible for social assistance, individuals,

must obtain“skills training” or take part-time jobs. The result is

either a“busyness” that prevents the recipient from finding living-

wage employment or a transformation of impoverished welfare

recipients into impoverished wage-earners.

There is a third way, as All-A-Board and other“integration-

through-work” ventures demonstrate. Whereas many of these

ventures focus on job creation for target groups, AAB’s purpose

is training and job placement. It sets up businesses with specific

exit strategies: youth join the program for a specified time in
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A Third Way




